Abstract. In this work, the atomistic simulations of rapid melting of aluminum are performed. We use the two-temperature approach separately describing the ionic and electronic subsystems of crystal. Both ideal and defect states of initial lattice are considered. The dependence of melting temperature on pressure is investigated in the simulations of thermal equilibrium establishment in the systems with plate interphase boundaries. Non-equilibrium melting of aluminum is studied in simulations with the constant rate of heat energy supply. The maximal temperatures of overheated material before complete melting are obtained in dependence of energy supply rate. Presence of initial defects of lattice substantially decreases the overheating of material. Electronic heat conductivity significantly accelerates the thermal equilibrium establishment in systems with interphase boundaries and decreases the drop of temperature after beginning of melting in the systems with constant rate of heating.
Introduction
The generation of shock waves with extremely high deformation rates on its front is realized today by short laser irradiation [1] [2] [3] [4] , the prospective method for generation of such waves is high-current electron beam [5, 6] . During the fast release of irradiation energy in thin layer of target the overheated state of substance can be realized due to high rate of heating. Also, thermal expansion of substance leads to the onset of high mechanical stresses, so subsequent melting occurs in conditions of compressed substance. These two factors require an accurate description in order to predict the initial shock front shape or to interpret the results of back surface movement registering after shock reflecting from it. The propagation of shock wave can be directly modeled by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations including the situation of stress pulse excitation by an irradiation [7] [8] [9] [10] . Another way for description of this situation is a usage of well calibrated continuum models that allow simulating more realistic space and time scales; the parameters of the continuum model can be obtained in MD simulations. This method combining two-scale simulations is actively developed through last decades. The problem of fast melting of substance is widely studied in atomistic simulations starting from pioneering works [11, 12] ; in first off which, the finite overheating temperature and influence of lattice defects on it was studied; the second paper was devoted to investigation of dependence of melting temperature on pressure. Nowadays, two tendency in MD simulations are formed: part of works uses the atomistic simulations for determination of the kinetics coefficient [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which controls the propagation velocity of the interface between phases, part-for the nucleation rate of melting or crystallization sites [18] [19] [20] .
Heat transfer in metals occurs mainly through the electronic subsystem of crystal. We account the electronic heat conductivity in metals in our calculations in order to account realistic rates of heat supply or removal in aluminum. Presence of the lattice defects can provoke the substantial difference in behavior of systems during melting due to the increased energy of atoms in defect regions. We, also, account three types of possible lattice defects, which in our calculations are pre-existing before melting void, dislocation network and grain boundaries.
Melting of aluminum with ideal lattice
Molecular dynamics simulations of melting kinetics is performed with the LAMMPS package [21] , which is built with the GPU [22] and TTM [23] [24] [25] [26] libraries. The TTM libraries extend the LAMMPS for accounting of the electronic heat conductivity through solution of heat conductivity equation for the electronic subsystem of metal. The parameters of the electronic heat conductivity model are taken from [26, 27] for temperature of 1000 K: heat capacity of electronic gas C e = 1.3 × 10 5 J m −3 K −1 , heat conductivity coefficient κ e = 110 W m −1 K −1 , intensity of heat exchange between ions and electrons g p = 3 × 10 17 W m −3 K −1 . The interaction of atoms is reproduced by EAM potential, which was especially developed to accurately describe melting of aluminum [28] . We use the OVITO [29] tool for visualization of the obtained atom distributions and the centrosymmetrical parameter [30] to distinguish the solid and melt parts in these distributions. [35, 36] applied to aluminum.
The melting curve of aluminum in dependence on the pressure is studied in the statement with partially melted area with two plane phase boundaries [14, 15, 18] . In this series of calculations we use a rectangular area with the size 40 × 20 × 20 nm 3 that corresponds to one million of atoms. The melt, which is occupied a central part of the area, and the surrounding solid are at the same temperature in the initial state of system. After that, the system is maintained in the adiabatic state with constant volume. The steady temperature and pressure, which are achieved in the system during a thermal establishment, are further used as one point on the melting curve of aluminum During a movement of flat front between the liquid and solid phases the volume of melt can increase or decrease depending on initial temperature and pressure in the system. If the initial temperature in the calculation area is lower the melting temperature of substance at given pressure, than the crystallization of central melted zone occurs and its volume decreases (figure 1). During the process of crystallization phase front retains the flat shape, but asperities and cavities with amplitude of 3-4 interatomic distances can form randomly along the Oyz cross section on it. The average over the system temperature rises due to the release of latent heat of melting in the crystallizing layer near the phase front (figure 2). With the course of time the average temperature in system achieves the steady-state value after that the translatory movement of phase boundaries ceases, but the asperities and cavities continue to forms at it (figure 1). When the initial temperature in the area exceeds the melting temperature, the average temperature of system decreases and the volume of melt increases; stored heat energy is spent for latent heat of melting. The steady-state temperatures are the same for systems both with initial temperature lower and higher than melting temperature at fixed final pressure in area. Movement of crystallization front occurs with release of latent heat of melting in thin layer of atoms near phase boundary, thus part of these atoms belonging to solid phase possess the higher kinetic energy in comparison with other atoms of solid distant from the phase boundary. The distribution of averaged along Oyz plane temperature of ions demonstrates local maxima near the phase boundary with an amount of 50-70 K for any time moment; the thickness of this layers is of about 2-4 nm. Temperature of electrons is more homogeneous and changes in the system no more than 10 K near the peaks of ions temperature. The difference between temperatures of atoms and electrons in these peaks typically is lower than 50 K. It is interesting, how the rate of heat removal from this thin atom layer is to affect the velocity of crystallization front motion. In order to investigate the impact of heat conductivity onto establishment of steady-state temperature we perform additional calculations without electronic heat conductivity. When the heat transfer is realized only through ionic subsystem of crystal the rate of heat conductivity substantially decreases that provokes more prolonged establishment of heat balance in system (figure 2). For calculations with very different initial and final temperatures the times obtained in the simulation with the electronic thermal conductivity and without it can differ by 50-60%.
The obtained value of the melting temperature at the pressure of 0.2 GPa is equal to 933 K, which corresponds to the melting point of aluminum at zero pressure. Results obtained in this work with used potential for aluminum do not well correspond with both experimental data and Lindeman law; the MD curve of melting point vs. temperature has the bend, which differs from other data in the figure 2b. The melting curve obtained from MD calculations demonstrates the increase in the melting temperature T m (K) with the increase in pressure P (GPa) in accordance with the following approximation
The second series of calculations is aimed to the study of the kinetics of melting at different rates of energy supply. In this case, the computational area is a cube with sides of 24.5 nm, and there are 846 000 atoms in the area. The system is heated at a constant zero pressure with a constant rate of energy supply starting from 900 K through the increase of kinetic energy of ions.
The supply of heat with constant rate leads initially to the practically linear increase in temperature; here the curve slope is defined by heat capacity of systems (figure 4). A slight deviation from the linearity appears to be associated with the formation of the liquid phase nuclei, but the formation of critical nuclei does not occur at the initial stage of process (figure 4). The size of forming areas of liquid phase increases together with growth of temperature; and at some moment the critical nucleus is formed, which does not later disappear and serves as the fixed center of substance melting. The formation of critical nuclei and the onset of substance melting lead to a sharp drop in the temperature of the area due to conversion of thermal energy of the atoms in the latent heat of melting (figure 4). Rise of the temperature is resumed after the complete melting of substance in area. Increase of the energy supply rate leads to increase of maximum temperature reaching before the start of melting and to deepening of minimum in the temperature dependencies, because the heat supply partially covers the energy required for melting.
Initial curve slope is somewhat smaller in the case of calculations with the electronic heat conductivity, which is connected with the contribution of the heat capacity of electrons. The maximal overheating is approximately the same for both types of calculations. A considerable difference takes place near the bottom of the energy drop, where the MD system without electronic subsystem demonstrates lower temperature. Analysis of the mean density evolution reveals that the complete melting occurs earlier in this case (without accounting of electrons), which is reflected on the temperature behavior. The later completion of melting for system with electrons can be caused by the fact that the electronic thermal conductivity distributes the excess thermal energy over the all volume of the system. In the case of absence of the electronic thermal conductivity, this thermal energy is concentrated inside the solid phase between the melting sites that accelerates the melting. 
Melting of aluminum containing initial defect structure
The atomistic modeling of heating of systems containing the initial defect structure is performed to study the role of various lattice defects on melting and overheating of substance. Three types of defect structure of crystal are chosen as the objects of investigation: dislocation network, grain boundaries and void. Void in the material is created by removal of atoms in the spherical area located in the center of the system (figure 5). The initial dislocation structure is formed during the compression of system with preliminarily created void. The defect structure consisting mainly of stacking faults bounded by partial dislocations and of small portion of vacancies is formed as a result of compression (figure 6). Samples with the grain boundaries are created through simulation of the metal melt crystallization onto several misoriented nucleation centers placed randomly into the melt. As a result, the nanosized grains are formed with a typical size of tens of nanometers and a thickness of the grain boundary of 3-5 interatomic distances ( figure 7) . The systems created with help of these three methods are characterized by varying amounts of defect atoms relative to the total number of atoms in the system; for spherical void this number is minimal and equal to about 0.4%, for the system with dislocation network it is 4.9%, for the sample with grain boundaries it reaches 6.8%. When the heating of the area with the initial void is modeled, the formation of liquid phase nuclei occurs quite homogeneously throughout the area, however, the maximum concentration of nuclei is observed at the surface of the void (figure 5). These nuclei coalescing during further heating form a spherical region around the void of substance experienced transition to the liquid state; at the same time melting courses in other points of substance. After the full transition of substance in area to liquid state the void starts collapsing under the action of surface tension forces. Time dependencies of temperature for this series of calculations slightly differ from the previously mentioned calculation results with perfect lattice for all rates of heat supply ( figure 8 ), but decreasing of the heating rate leads to increase of this difference, so the maximum difference in data is not greater than 1% for 35.1 PW/kg rate, difference is not more than 2% for 14.5 PW/kg and it is not more than 3% for 7 PW/kg. In the case of pre-existing dislocation network the transformation of the dislocation subsystem occurs during the thermostating of system at 900 K for 20 ps: spherical clusters of atoms with a defect environment are formed instead of plane stacking faults (figure 6). Further, these clusters act as centers of melting, the boundaries of the material, which is undergone a phase transition, extend due to growth of these centers and other nuclei of the liquid phase are practically not formed. The dependencies of temperature on time for these systems demonstrate a significant difference in comparison with the case of ideal lattice ( figure 8) ; the difference reaches 10% in the point of maximal temperature for heating rate of 7 PW/kg. In the simulations with systems containing grain boundaries the melting always starts at these boundaries (figure 7) and propagates from the boundaries deep into the grain gradually filling the entire volume of the modeled system. Similar behavior was observed in [14] , where the melting of nanocrystalline copper was studied. Time dependencies of temperature exhibit the maximal difference in comparison with the case of ideal lattice; under the heating with 14.5 PW/kg rate the temperature-time curve demonstrates the monotonic increase of temperature without inflections corresponding to the substance overheating and following full melting (figure 8).
Both observed tendencies to the decrease in the difference between the maximal and minimal values of temperature depending on the increase in the degree of initial defect atoms number and on the decrease of heating rate can be explained as follows. In the case of an ideal lattice the overheating of substance results in the rapid formation of critical melting nuclei in the volume of the area that leads to the formation of large number of centers absorbing energy for the latent heat of melting. As a result, there is a significant decrease in the temperature of the material. In the presence of defect areas in system such overheating does not occur, melting is locally activated much earlier, which is evidenced by the earlier deviation of temperature rise curves for regions with defects from the curve for ideal lattice simultaneously with an increase of defect atoms degree. Therefore, the phase transition occurs more smoothly; and for system with grain boundaries the overheating does not take a place at middle rate of heating, further decrease the heating rate only increases this trend. When calculations without taking into account electronic thermal conductivity are performed, the tendency similar to the case of an ideal lattice is observed. Reduction of thermal conductivity in the system weakly affects the temperature of overheating of fixed system, but the difference in subsequent decrease of temperature after activation of melting in systems with defects manifests itself in a greater extent compared with the case of an ideal lattice ( figure 9 ). In the systems with grain boundaries the maximum in temperature-time curve is absent, but the difference here is distinguishable, particularly well when the heating occurs with the middle and maximum rate. The temperature-time dependencies demonstrate more substantial bending in comparison with the case of accounting electronic conductivity.
It should be noted that the observed systems possess the sufficiently high initial imperfection degree, which typically has a significantly lower value in real solids. Thus, the effect of the temperature drop during the phase transition can probably be registered at the realistic rates of heating, for example, by the electronic or laser irradiation and at the real degree of the metal defectiveness.
Conclusions
The MD study of the non-equilibrium melting of aluminum are carried out in three model statements: (i) establishment of the equilibrium in the isolated system with a flat interface between solid and liquid phases; (ii) melting of the initially uniform single crystal under heating with a constant rate; and (iii) melting of systems containing the initial defect structure at a constant heating rate. Analysis of the obtained results shows that, when the melting front propagates, the transformation of material structure requires negligible time and that velocity of the front movement is determined by the rate of heat supply or removal from it. Presence of defect regions in crystal leads to the reduction of overheating and to the lowering of temperature dip behind the maximum on temperature-time curves compared to the case of an ideal lattice due to an earlier activation of melting at initial lattice defects and due to later completing of phase transition from the smaller number of the phase transition sites.
MD simulations are carried out both including and excluding the electronic subsystem. Accounting for electronic subsystem does not affect the value of overheating, which is achieved during the heating at a constant rate of energy release, neither in systems with an ideal lattice nor in systems with defects. At the same time, the behavior of temperature-time dependencies after achievement of temperature maximum significantly varies in these systems; in the case of calculations with electronic heat conductivity the curves demonstrate a smoother character due to distribution of the latent heat of melting over the all volume of the system.
